This paper proposes a novel approach to analyze and design distributed robust consensus control algorithms for general linear leaderless multiagent systems (MASs) subjected to relativestate constraints or uncertainties represented by a locally or a globally sector-bounded condition. First, we show that the MAS robust consensus design under relative-state constraints or uncertainties is equivalent to the robust stability design under state constraints or uncertainties of a transformed MAS, which has lower dimensions. Next, the transformed MAS under state constraints or uncertainties is reformulated as a networked Lur'e system. By employing the S-procedure and Lyapunov theory, sufficient conditions for robust consensus and the designs of robust consensus controller gain are derived from solutions of distributed linear matrix inequality (LMI) convex problems. Finally, numerical examples are introduced to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed theoretical approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiagent systems (MASs) and their cooperative control problems have been extensively studied and applied to many practical systems, e.g., power grids, wireless sensor networks, transportation networks, systems biology, etc., because of their key advantage of achieving global objectives by performing local measurements and controls at each agent and simultaneously collaborating among agents using that local information. Among many interesting problems, consensus is one of the most important and intensively investigated issues in MASs due to its attraction in both theory and applications [1] - [3] .
In practical MASs, agents' inputs or states and the exchanged information among agents are subjected to constraints or uncertainties due to physical limitations of agents or uncertain communication channels. Realistic examples are consensus of vehicles with limited speeds and working space, smart building energy control with temperature and humidity are required in specific ranges, just to name a few. Therefore, the MAS consensus under constraints and uncertainties on the inputs, states, or relative states of agents is a significant, realistic problem and is worth studying. However, this problem was not investigated in the T. Narikiyo and M. Kawanishi are with the Department of Advanced Science and Technology, Toyota Technological Institute, Nagoya 468-8511, Japan (e-mail: n-tatsuo@toyota-ti.ac.jp; kawa@toyota-ti.ac.jp).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAC.2017.2752843 early researches on MASs and it just has been considered in some recent studies [4] - [14] . A constrained consensus problem was investigated in [4] , where the states of agents are required to lie in individual closed convex sets and the final consensus state must belong to the nonempty intersection of those sets. Accordingly, a projected consensus algorithm was proposed and then applied to distributed optimization problems. Following this research line, [5] extended the result in [4] to the context where communication delays exist. In another work, [6] studied the state increment by utilizing the model predictive control (MPC) method. However, distributed and fast MPC algorithms need to be further developed in order to use in large-scale MASs. Another direction is to employ the discarded consensus algorithms [7] , [8] but only agents with single integrator dynamics were considered there. The common point of researches in [4] - [8] is that the consensus is local, i.e., initial states of agents must belong to some sets specified by the constraints.
To achieve the global or semiglobal consensus in presence of input or state constraints, some consensus laws were presented in [9] and [10] , but they were only for leader-follower MASs. In other researches, [11] - [13] derived global consensus under input or state constraints by reformulating the constrained MAS as networked Lur'e systems and employing Lyapunov theory and Lasalle's invariance principle. The paper [11] considered linear agents with input saturation but agents' dynamics is limited to be single-input. Next, [12] and [13] investigated consensus problems for general linear MASs, where outputs of agents are incrementally bounded or passive and obtained sufficient conditions for global consensus in the form of linear matrix inequality (LMI) convex problems. Other researches for quantized MASs, e.g., [15] , [16] , also model the nonlinearity or uncertainty on the quantizers as sector-bounded conditions, however, we do not consider quantized MASs in our current research.
On the other hand, the MAS consensus under relative-state constraints has been recently studied in [14] within a very special context where the input matrices of agents are identity matrices and the consensus controller gain is a diagonal matrix. Then, sufficient conditions were proposed for the cases of 2-norm and ∞-norm bounded constraints on relative states of agents. Nevertheless, the consensus is only local and no consensus controller design was given in [14] .
This paper proposes an approach to design distributed robust consensus controllers for general linear homogeneous leaderless MASs to achieve consensus under relative-state constraints or uncertainties represented by either a locally or a globally sector-bounded condition. Our approach covers broader systems and scenarios than those in the existing studies, and hence constitutes our first contribution. Consequently, we further develop the edge dynamics proposed in [17] to achieve that the currently considered problem is equivalent to a robust stabilization problem under state constraints or uncertainties for a transformed MAS, which has lower dimensions. This serves as our second contribution. Next, the transformed MAS is rewritten as a networkd Lur'e system and the robust stabilization problem is formulated as a distributed convex LMI problem. In comparison with the 0018-9286 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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one in [11] for a similar type of Lur'e networks, our LMI problem gives an exponential convergence to consensus instead of asymptotic convergence and is less conservative, because our approach enables finding a Lyapunov function for the transformed MAS while the one in [11] could not. Furthermore, our consensus controller gain is much more general than the diagonal one in [14] . Those advantages clearly show our third contribution.
The following notations and symbols will be used in the paper. R, C, and C − stand for the real, complex sets, and complex set with nonpositive real parts, respectively. Moreover, 1 n denotes the vector with n elements equal to 1, and I n denotes the n × n identity matrix. Next, • and ⊗ stand for the Hadamard and Kronecker product, diag{} denotes diagonal or block-diagonal matrices, sym(A) denotes A + A T for any real matrix A, and λ(A) denotes the eigenvalue set of a matrix A. Finally, and denote the positive definiteness and positive semidefiniteness of a matrix, and similar meanings are used for ≺ and .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider a MAS consisting of N identical agents with the following linear dynamicsẋ
where x i ∈ R n is the state vector, u i ∈ R m is the control input, and A ∈ R n ×n , B ∈ R n ×m . The whole MAS is then described bẏ
where
In this paper, we assume that the communication structure in the MAS is represented by an undirected graph G with its vertex set V and edge set E, in which each vertex represents an agent and each edge (k, j) ∈ E corresponds to the interconnection between agents k and j. The neighboring set of agent k is denoted by N k {j ∈ V : (k, j) ∈ E}. Moreover, let a k j be elements of the adjacency matrix A of G, i.e., a k j = 1 if (k, j) ∈ E and a k j = 0 if (k, j) / ∈ E. Then, the degree matrix of G is denoted by D = diag{d k } k = 1,...,n , where d k j ∈ N k a k j . Consequently, the Laplacian matrix L associated to G is defined by
Next, the consensus of agents is defined as follows. Definition 1: The MAS with linear dynamics of agents represented by (1) and the communication structure among agents represented by G is said to reach a consensus if
In the literature, the most commonly used consensus law with undirected communication structure and no constraint or uncertainty is
Then, z composes of all relative states of connected agents, and u = (E ⊗ K)z.
The following assumptions will be employed,
where assumptions A1 and A2 are necessary and sufficient for agents (1) to reach consensus (see e.g., [18] ), and assumption A3 ensures a finite consensus state, by above linear consensus law. However, the exchanged information, i.e., the relative states of connected agents, could be bounded or contain some uncertainties due to the nonlinearity, constraint or uncertainty on information channels, and hence, the consensus protocol above no longer holds. In this paper, we assume that the uncertainty or constraint on agents' relative states can be described by general continuous functions φ j (z j ) : R n → R n , j = 1, . . . , M satisfying one of the following sector-bounded conditions
where R is a known closed, subset of R n ; Σ 1 = diag{σ k ,1 } k = 1,...,n , Σ 2 = diag{σ k ,2 } k = 1,...,n ∈ R n ×n are matrices composing of known sector slopes σ k ,1 < σ k ,2 ; and the inequalities in (4a) and (4b) are element-wise. The properties (4a) and (4b) are called locally and globally sector-bounded conditions, respectively. As a result, the consensus protocol for (2) becomes
When there is no constraint/uncertainty, the consensus controller u = (L ⊗ K)x means that each agent just needs a cumulative information of state differences with its neighbors. However, when the constraint/uncertainty (4a) or (4b) is enforced, the resulted consensus controller (5) implies that the pairwise state differences between each agent and its neighbors are needed and summed up.
An example of φ is the saturation function s(•) defined by
where s ≤ 0 ≤ s, s < s are known constants which are called saturation levels. Then, we can easily show that s(x)(s(x) − x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ R, hence, σ k ,1 = 0, σ k ,2 = 1. This could happen when the control inputs of agents or the sensor measurements are subjected to bounded constraints because of physical limits. In the former case, suppose that u i ≤ β then the exchanged relative states of agent i with other agents may be bounded by
Another example of φ is an uncertain linear function due to uncertain communication channels, i.e., what agent i receives for its relative state with agent j is not x i − x j but δ(x i − x j ) where lower and upper bounds of the uncertain parameter δ is known, says δ and δ. Consequently, the relative state among agents i and j is unknown and can be represented by a function φ(
. This is exactly in the form of a sector-bounded condition with the sector slopes δ and δ.
Consequently, our design problem is as follows.
r Design problem: Find a controller gain K ∈ R m ×n , such that (5) is a consensus controller for (2) for any continuous real function φ j (z j ) satisfying (4a) or (4b), when assumptions A1-A3 hold. Definition 2: If a matrix K is found by solving the design problem above, the controller (5) is said to be locally or globally robust consensus with respect to (4a) or (4b), respectively.
The sense of robust consensus in the definition above is similar to that in [13] .
III. CONSENSUS DESIGN UNDER RELATIVE-STATE CONSTRAINTS OR UNCERTAINTIES
Denote w (E T ⊗ I m )u and let L † be the generalized pseudoinverse of the Laplacian matrix L [19] . Consequently, multiplying both sides of (2) with E T ⊗ I n gives us the following edge dynamics [17] 
whose stability is equivalent to the consensus of the initial MAS (2). DenoteL = E T L † E and L e = E T E. Then, L e has exactly N − 1 nonzero eigenvalues, which are equal to positive eigenvalues of L while all other eigenvalues of L e if any are 0, andL has exactly N − 1 nonzero eigenvalues, which are all equal to 1, and other eigenvalues of L if any are 0 [17] . Let U ∈ R M ×M be an orthogonal matrix that diagonalizesL, and
Subsequently, we obtain from (7) thaṫ
whereΓ = diag{0, I N −1 } includes all eigenvalues ofL in its diagonal. Now, let us partition U , the state and input vectors in (8) as follows:
be the diagonal matrix including all nonzero eigenvalues λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ N of L in its diagonal, and V ∈ R N ×N be an orthogonal matrix, such that
The following robust stabilizing controller in presence of state constraints or uncertainties
for the transformed edge dynamics (10) is equivalent to the distributed robust consensus controller (5) under relative-state constraints/uncertainties (4a) or (4b). Furthermore,z 1 (t) = 0 ∀ t ≥ 0. Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [17] , so, we omit here for brevity.
Employing the result of Lemma 1 to the transformed edge dynamics (10), it can be deduced that we only need to design a robust stabilizing controller for the subsysteṁ
having the following form
which is directly calculated from (13) . Note that the initial edge dynamics (7) describes the given MAS along M edges of a connected graph G, but we have shown that actually we only need to care about a subsystem of (7) representing the given MAS by only N − 1 "fictitious" edges. As a result, the dimension (mN ) × (nM ) of the controller (5) is reduced to (m(N − 1)) × (nM ) in the controller (15) . Obviously, as the number of edges (M ), the number of inputs (m), or states (n) of each agent is large, this dimension reduction is significant. Remark 2: Note that M = N − 1 if and only if G is a spanning tree, for whichL = I N −1 . In this special case, the additional transformation (8) is not needed. However, throughout the paper, we consider the general undirected connected graph G as in Assumption A2.
The transformed edge dynamics (14) together with the robust stabilizing controller (15) can be rewritten in the following form of a network of Lur'e systemsż
. This system transformation helps getting rid of redundant states, and hence, allows us to find a Lyapunov function for the new Lur'e system (16) that was not possible in [11] . Thus, we can obtain an exponential convergence rate while the approach in [11] could not, as shown in the following theorem which presents a sufficient condition for achieving the robust stability of (16) and how to design the robust consensus controller gain K.
Theorem 1: When either Σ 1 or Σ 2 is not a multiple of the identity matrix, suppose that there exist matrices X ∈ R n ×n , Y ∈ R m ×n , and Z ∈ R m ×m such that the following LMI problem is feasible with > 0
Then, the MAS (14) is robustly stabilized by the stabilizing controller (15) , and equivalently the robust consensus is achieved for the initial MAS (2) by the distributed controller (5), with initial states of agents belong to R or R n as the sector-bounded condition is local (4a) or global (4b), respectively. Moreover, the controller gain K is calculated by K = Y X −1 , and the consensus speed is indicated by . Proof: Consider a Lyapunov function V (z 2 ) =z T 2 Pz 2 where P I N −1 ⊗ P , P ∈ R n ×n , P 0. Taking the derivative of V (z 2 ) gives usV
Hence, for all > 0 we havė
We now seek P such thatV
as long as (4a) or (4b) holds, which is equivalent to the exponential convergence of the Lyapunov function V (z 2 ) and the consensus of agents. This also implies that the consensus speed is indicated by .
Using the S-procedure [20] , such P exists if there exists a diagonal matrix Ψ ∈ R n ×n , Ψ 0 such thaṫ
Subsequently, employing Schur complement [20] to (18) results in P 1 − P 2 P −1 3 P T 2 0, which is equivalent to
Since Γ is diagonal, (19) is equivalent to
Next, denote X P −1 and multiply X both to the left and to the right of the equation above, we obtain
If X is diagonal, then (20) is equivalent to
where Y KX, Z = 1 2 X 2 Ψ. Then, using Schur complement again with (21) leads to
for all k = 2, . . . , N . Since λ 2 ≤ λ 3 , . . . , λ N −1 ≤ λ N , we can represent λ i , i = 3, . . . , N − 1 as convex combinations of λ 2 and λ N . Thus, we derive (17) .
Theorem 2: Suppose that Σ 1 = σ 1 I n and Σ 2 = σ 2 I n where σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ R, and there exist matrices X ∈ R n ×n , Y ∈ R m ×n and Z ∈ R m ×m , such that the following LMI problem is feasible
Then, the MAS (14) is robustly stabilized by the stabilizing controller (15) , and equivalently the robust consensus is achieved for the initial MAS (2) by the distributed controller (5), with initial states of agents belong to R or R n as the sector-bounded condition is local (4a) or global (4b), respectively. Moreover, the controller gain K is calculated by K = Y X −1 , and the consensus speed is indicated by . Proof: Consider the same Lyapunov function as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then, all steps until (20) are also true in this scenario. Accordingly, substituting Σ 1 = σ 1 I n and Σ 2 = σ 2 I n into (20) gives us
where Y KX, Z = 1 2 XΨX. Then, using Schur complement again with (24) and notes that λ i , i = 3, . . . , N − 1 can be represented as convex combinations of λ 2 and λ N , we obtain (23) .
Remark 3: The results in Theorems 1 and 2 are only sufficient conditions. Finding a necessary and sufficient condition for consensus under the constraint/uncertainty condition (4a) or (4b) is equivalent to finding the parameterization of all controller gain matrix K, such that the distributed controller (5) makes the given MAS consensus. This is a very interesting problem but is still an opening question, to the best of our knowledge.
Remark 4: From the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we can see that a necessary condition for the LMI problems (17) and (23) to be feasible is that there exist X ∈ R n ×n , X 0, and Y ∈ R m ×n such that sym(AX + λ k BY Σ 2 ) ≺ 0, i.e., (A, B) is stabilizable. Therefore, assumption A1 is necessary for the feasibility of LMI problems (17) and (23) .
On the other hand, the dimensions of variables in the LMI problems (17) and (23) are just equal to that of each agent. Therefore, the complexity of those LMI problems is very low. If λ 2 and λ N can be approximated by each agent (see Remark 5 below or Theorem 3) then those LMI problems become local, i.e., each agent can solve it and then compute the controller gain K by itself.
Remark 5: Recently, there have been several studies, e.g., [21] , which propose different distributed methods to approximate the whole eigen-spectrum of the Laplacian matrix. These methods can be employed to estimate λ 2 and λ N before solving the LMI problems (17), (23) . As a result, we can solve (17) and (23) in a fully distributed fashion. However, those methods also increase the system complexity since an additionally complex consensus protocol needs to be implemented for the eigenvalue estimation.
Remark 6: The difference between Theorems 2 and 1 is that the variable X in (23) is not required to be diagonal as in (17) . Therefore, if Σ 1 and Σ 2 are multiple of identity matrices, i.e., the upper and lower sector slopes for relative state constraints or uncertainties of all agents are the same, then the associated LMI problem is less conservative and hence its feasibility would be improved.
Remark 7: Our method to derive LMI problems (17) and (23) for the Lur'e network (16) is less conservative than the one for a similar Lur'e network in [11] , thanks to the use of the S-procedure which employs a diagonal matrix Ψ (c.f. with the diagonal matrix I in [11] ). Moreover, our design leads to an exponential convergence to consensus as shown in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 1, while that in [11] could not, because we can determine a Lyapunov function, thanks to the transformation to the edge dynamics (10) and the result of Lemma 1, but [11] could not.
Remark 8: Note that the problem settings in this paper and in [13] are very different though the closed-loop dynamics in both papers is in form of Lur'e networks. More specifically, in [13] each agent has a nonlinear Lur'e dynamics and the designed coupling among agents is linear, while our paper considers agents with linear dynamics and the coupling among agents is nonlinear or uncertain. Therefore, the obtained results are not similar and hard to compare.
As aforementioned in Remark 5, in order to derive a fully distributed consensus controller from the solutions of the LMI problem (17) or (23) , some eigen-spectrum estimation techniques must be used. Nevertheless, they make the design much more complex, so, we propose a simpler method to achieve a fully distributed consensus controller for a certain class of graphs by solving only local LMI problems as presented in the following theorem. 
Z X X Ψ −1 0 Ψ 0, Ψ is diagonal then the consensus controller gain K is calculated by each agent as K = Y X −1 , and the consensus speed is indicated by . Proof: We have λ 2 ≥ α [22] and λ N ≤ β [23] . Therefore, (23) is also feasible if (25) is feasible. Furthermore, α and β can be easily obtained by a simple distributed exchange of information among agents, hence, each agent can estimate α and β to solve the local LMI problem (25) and compute the consensus controller gain K by K = Y X −1 .
Theorem 3 gives a simple method to design a fully distributed consensus controller subjected to relative-state constraints/uncertainties. However, it also increases the conservativeness of the design due to the use of a lower bound of λ 2 and an upper bound of λ N . Clearly, this shows a trade-off of this design method. Furthermore, α > 0 ⇔ δ(G) > N/2 − 1, i.e., Theorem 3 is applicable to not so sparse networks. This is a limitation of the design in Theorem 3.
Remark 9: Note that for all LMI-based designs in Theorems 1-3, cannot be arbitrary since the LMIs could be infeasible for big , i.e., the consensus cannot be achieved with any speed. On the other hand, as the number of agents is bigger, the gap between λ 2 and λ N could be very large. Hence, the conservativeness of the LMI-based designs is significantly increased. This is a drawback of our proposed design approach.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. Consensus of Oscillator Networks
Consider a consensus problem in a network of six identical linear oscillators with the following model
We then assume that the relative states of connected agents are globally bounded in [−2, 2], i.e., φ j (•) is a saturation function (6) with s = −2, s = 2. Hence, Σ 1 = 0 and Σ 2 = I 2 .
The communication topology G among oscillators are given in Fig. 1 . Accordingly, we can easily see that λ 2 (L) = 2 and λ 6 (L) = 5, whereas α = 2 and β = 6, so, α is the exact lower bound of λ 2 (L) and β is a strict upper bound of λ 6 (L). In the simulation, we vary in [0.05, 0.25] and solve the LMI problem (25) associated with those values of . Consequently, the simulation results are exhibited in Fig. 2 . We can observe that the global consensus is achieved in all cases in spite of the bounded constraints on the relative-states of agents. Moreover, the consensus speed is faster as is bigger. This confirms the statements in Theorems 1-3.
Next, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in the scenario that the relative states of connected agents satisfy a locally sector-bounded condition caused by the sinusoidal function, i.e., φ j (•) = sin(•). In this case, Σ 1 = −I 2 , Σ 2 = I 2 whenever z j ∈ [−π, π]. Hence, we randomly choose the initial conditions of agents to be in that local interval. Then, is varied in [0.1, 0.3] and the LMI problem (25) is solved corresponding to those values of . We then observe that the local synchronization of oscillators is also achieved in this circumstance. Particularly, Fig. 3 displays the oscillator network's responses with different values of . Similarly to the context of globally relative-state constraints, the consensus speed in this local scenario also depends on , i.e., it is faster as is bigger.
B. Synchronization of Paper Machine Drying Rolls
Consider, a drying section of a paper converting machine including of eight rolls [24] where the control target is to synchronize the angles of the rolls in order to make the paper run smoothly without tearing. Suppose that each roll is set up to communicate only with the rolls in front of and behind it, so the communication structure of the rolls is a path graph demonstrated in Fig. 4 and we know exactly λ 2 = 0.1522 and λ 8 = 3.8478.
In the first scenario, we assume that the relative states of connected agents are globally bounded in [−1, 1], so, Σ 1 = 0 and Σ 2 = I 2 . We then solve the LMI problem (23) with is varied in [0.05, 0.15]. Consequently, the simulation results for the angles of rolls and their relative differences are displayed in Fig. 5 . Obviously, the synchronization of roll angles is achieved despite the globally bounded constraint on relative states of connected agents, and the consensus speed depends on , i.e., it is faster as is bigger.
Next, we investigate the situation that there are some uncertainties on the relative states of connected agents due to uncertain communication channels, which are in form of uncertain linear function, where the uncertainties boundaries are known to be 0.8 and 1.2. In this context, we vary between 0.01 and 0.2 and solve the LMI problem (23) for each value of . Then in the simulation, we randomly generate the uncertainties in the known interval [0.8, 1.2]. The plots in Fig. 6 show that the roll angles are still synchronized in spite of uncertainties. Moreover, the consensus speed is faster as is larger, which confirms the statement that is an indicator for consensus speed in Theorem 2.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel approach has been proposed in this paper to design globally and locally distributed robust consensus controllers for general linear leaderless MASs under relative-state constraints or uncertainties with the following features. First, it is available for a broader class of MASs and for constraints or uncertainties described by sector-bounded conditions. Second, it shows that the robust consensus design with relativestate constraints or uncertainties is equivalent to a robust stabilizing design with state constraints or uncertainties of a transformed MAS, which has lower dimensions. Third, sufficient conditions for globally and locally robust consensus and the robust consensus controller gain are derived from solutions of local convex LMI problems, which can be solved in a distributed manner. Furthermore, the consensus speed is also investigated, which shows the exponential convergence of our approach thanks to the ability to determine a Lyapunov function for the transformed MAS. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was illustrated through various simulations.
